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MOZAIK
AN ARCHITECTURAL AND MODULAR COLLECTION

Mozaik is an architectural and modulable collection designed to structure the space: at the same time 
lamp and space separator according to the chosen version.

Designed by Davide Oppizzi, his inspiration comes from the concept of mosaics and its geometric 
shapes. It was also about creating a luminous surface, falling like a rain of meteorites, cutting the space 
and not just bringing a luminous point.

Available in three sizes (panel 1x5, 2x5 and 5x5), these light panels structure and dress the space.
Custom sizes on demand.

Panel 5x5
10 188 € TTC

Panel 2x5
4 188 € TTC

Panel 1x5
 2 100 € TTC



Compound of 3 light panels of 90 cm each, arranged 
in triangle, just like a prism, this outstanding contempo-
rary chandelier provide a pleasant light, backlighting 
the internal color.

Nomadic
 708 € TTC

ABOUT DESIGNHEURE

Established since 2005, Designheure is a publisher of 100% Made in France contemporary lighting. 
We design timeless and high end lighting solutions. Within the lighting industry, our brand embodies the 
essence of French elegance and luxury. Designheure works with the best designers to create outstan-
ding pieces and endeavours to provide a dedicated and bespoke service to its professional clients. 
Each year, we launch new collections that are altogether simple, elegant and ingenious, meeting the 
needs of both private and professional clients.
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Suspended in the air with 
a single ceiling mount, 
this light is designed to 
fit all environments from 
residential to commercial. 
The pending light connects 
to a simple plug and can 
play the role of a floor 
lamp or a bedside lamp 
saving the need to require 
power from the ceiling.

In compliance with the DNA of Designheure, this collection resumes the infinite possibilities of finishes 
that offer fabrics and textile cord to order it in a graphic and customizable lighting panel, sculpturing 
the space.

Chandelier Trio
9 588 € TTC

Chandelier Trio Flat
5 148 € TTC

Materials:
Fabric, brushed brass, lacquered steel, fiber glass, colored textile cord.
Made in France.


